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ABSTRACT: It is widely studied that classical continuum damage theory for concrete fracture exhibits an extreme sensitivity to the spatial discretization in the finite
element simulations. This sensitivity is caused by the fact that the mathematical
description becomes ill-posed at a certain level of accumulated damage. A well-posed
problem can be recovered by using a gradient-enhanced damage model in which a
material length scale is introduced as a localization limiter. In this work, a nonlocal
gradient-enhanced fully coupled plastic-damage constitutive model for plain
concrete is developed. Anisotropic damage with a plasticity yield criterion and a
damage criterion are introduced to be able to adequately describe the plastic and
damage behavior of concrete. In order to account for different effects under tensile
and compressive loadings, nonlocal damage variables that account for the
progressive degradation of mechanical properties under stress states of prevailing
tension and compression and two internal length scales, one for tension and the other
for compression, are introduced as localization limiters. Therefore, two nonlocal
damage criteria are used: one for compression and a second for tension such that the
total stress is decomposed into tensile and compressive components. In order to solve
the time step problem, a decoupled elastic predictor and plastic corrector steps are
performed first in the effective configuration where damage is absent, and then a
nonlocal damage corrector step is applied in order to update the final stress state.
The algorithmic treatment of both tension and compression is presented in a unified
way. A simple procedure to calculate the gradient of the tensile/compressive damage
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variables is described which can be used directly without the need of intensive
numerical modifications of an existing finite element code. The effectiveness of the
proposed local model has been demonstrated in both uniaxial and biaxial tension
and compression problems and compared with experimental data. Numerical results
obtained with the proposed nonlocal model are compared with experimental results
concerning bending of three-point notched and four-point notched concrete beams.
As the mesh is refined, convergence of numerical results is observed both in terms of
damage patterns and of the global response.
KEY WORDS: nonlocal, damage mechanics, anisotropic damage, length scale,
unilateral effect.

INTRODUCTION
used material in numerous engineering structures.
The accurate modeling of its mechanical behavior under complex
loading paths still represents a challenging task, especially when the
prediction of failure is of interest. The distinct mechanical behavior of
concrete in both tension and compression has increased the complexity of
the constitutive modeling of its behavior. This distinct behavior is attributed
to the different microdamage mechanisms during tensile and compressive
loading conditions. The degradation in the concrete mechanical properties
(i.e., damage) can be effectively modeled using the framework of continuum
damage mechanics: isotropic (scalar) damage models with one or two (one
for tension and one for compression) damage variables (e.g., Krajcinovic,
1983, 1985; Mazars and Pijaudier-Cabot, 1989; Lubliner et al., 1989;
Lubarda et al., 1994; Faria et al., 1998; Lee and Fenves, 1998; Peerlings
et al., 1998; Comi, 2001; Jason et al., 2004, 2006; Wu et al., 2006),
anisotropic (tensor) damage models (e.g., Dragon and Mroz, 1979; Sidoroff,
1981; Krajcinovic and Fonseka, 1981; Ortiz, 1985; Simo and Ju, 1987a, b;
Ju, 1989, 1990; Valanis, 1991; Ramtani et al., 1992; Lubarda and
Krajcinovic, 1993; Voyiadjis and Abu-Lebdeh, 1994; Yazdani and
Schreyer, 1994; Govindjee et al., 1995; Halm and Dragon, 1996; Fichant
et al., 1999; Carol et al., 2001; Hansen et al., 2001; Gatuingt and PijaudierCabot; 2002; Cicekli et al., 2007).
However, it is widely studied when using the local damage models that as
soon as material failure dominates a deformation process, the material
increasingly displays strain softening (localization) and the finite element
computations are considerably affected by the mesh size and alignment and
gives nonphysical descriptions of the damaged regions and failure of
structures such that the size of the fracture process zone is controlled by the
size of one element in a finite element context. In other words, the boundary
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value problem in the presence of damage-induced softening may become illposed. For quasi-static loading conditions, well-posed solutions can be
obtained by enhancing the local damage models by nonlocal measure(s).
This can be achieved either by using the nonlocal integral approach (e.g.,
Pijaudier-Cabot and Bazant, 1987; Bazant and Pijaudier-Cabot, 1988;
Comi, 2001; Ferrara and di Prisco, 2001) or the gradient-enhanced approach
(see e.g., Aifantis, 1984; Lasry and Belytschko, 1988; Zbib and Aifantis,
1992; de Borst and Mühlhaus, 1992; Peerlings et al., 1996, 1998; de Borst
et al., 1993, 1999; de Borst and Pamin, 1996; Comi and Perego, 1996;
Svedberg and Runesson, 2000; Askes et al., 2000; Kuhl et al., 2000; Geers
et al., 2000; Nedjar, 2001; Chen and Yuan, 2002; Liebe et al., 2003;
Voyiadjis et al., 2001, 2003, 2004; Abu Al-Rub and Voyiadjis, 2006; and the
references quoted therein). In this article the later approach is used within
a continuum damage mechanics framework. In the nonlocal models
the explicit incorporation of a material length scale fixes the width of the
damaged zone, thus preventing strain localization into a line with
consequent zero energy dissipation (Abu Al-Rub, 2004).
The nonlinear material behavior of concrete can be attributed to two
distinct material mechanical processes: damage and plasticity. These two
degradation phenomena may be described best by the theories of continuum
damage mechanics and plasticity. One type of combination relies on stressbased plasticity formulated in the effective (undamaged) space (e.g., Simo
and Ju, 1987a, b; Ju, 1989, 1990; Yazdani and Schreyer, 1990; Lee and
Fenves, 1998; Gatuingt and Pijaudier-Cobot, 2002; Jason et al., 2004;
Wu et al., 2006; Cicekli et al., 2007), where the effective stress is defined as
the average microscale stress acting on the undamaged material between
microdefects. Another type is based on stress-based plasticity in the nominal
(damaged) stress space (e.g., Bazant and Kim, 1979; Ortiz, 1985; Lubliner
et al., 1989; Imran and Pantazopoulu, 2001; Ananiev and Ozbolt, 2004;
Kratzig and Polling, 2004), where the nominal stress is defined as the
macroscale stress acting on both damaged and undamaged material.
However, it is shown by Abu Al-Rub and Voyiadjis (2004) that coupled
plastic-damage models formulated in the effective space are numerically
more stable and attractive. On the other hand, for better characterization of
the concrete damage behavior, anisotropic damage effects, i.e., different
microcracking in different directions, should be characterized (Ju, 1990).
However, anisotropic damage in concrete is complex and the coupling with
plasticity and the application to structural analysis is not straightforward
(e.g., Ju, 1989, 1990; Yazdani and Schreyer, 1990; Voyiadjis and AbuLebdeh, 1994; Meschke et al., 1998; Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1999; Carol
et al., 2001; Hansen et al., 2001; Cicekli et al., 2007), and therefore, it has
been avoided by many authors.
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The coupled anisotropic damage and plasticity constitutive model of
Cicekli et al. (2007) is successfully used to predict the concrete distinct
behavior in tension and compression and is formulated within the basic
principles of thermodynamics. In this article, this model is adapted and
enhanced with nonlocal gradient-dependent damage variables. The nonlocality is enhanced by adding to the local tensile/compressive damage
variables an additional term that involves a material length scale and the
Laplacian (i.e., second-order gradient) of the local tensile/compressive
damage variables. Since the damage mechanism in tension is very different
than in compression, two distinct material length scales are incorporated,
one for tension and one for compression, which are related to the width of
the localized band for stress states of prevailing tension or compression.
Pertinent computational aspects concerning the algorithmic aspects and
numerical implementation of the proposed nonlocal constitutive model in
the well-known finite element code ABAQUS (2003) are presented. The
algorithmic treatment of both tension and compression is presented in a
unified way. In order to solve the time step problem, a decoupled elastic
predictor and plastic corrector steps are performed first in the effective
configuration where damage is absent, and then a nonlocal damage
corrector step is applied in order to update the final stress state. A simple
procedure to calculate the Laplacians of the tensile/compressive damage
variables is described which can be used directly without the need of
intensive numerical modifications of an existing finite element code. The
computation of the Laplacian is based on a least-square polynomial
approximation of the damage consistency multiplier around each integration point. This nonlocal return mapping algorithm allows satisfying exactly
the plasticity and damage consistency conditions in a point-wise fashion at
each iteration of a load step. Numerical results obtained with the proposed
nonlocal model are compared with experimental results concerning bending
of three-point notched and four-point notched concrete beams.

LOCAL ANISOTROPIC PLASTIC-DAMAGE MODEL
In this section, the local coupled plasticity-damage model that has been
recently formulated by Cicekli et al. (2007) for plain concrete based on the
laws of thermodynamics is presented. This model includes the Lubliner
plasticity yield criterion (Lubliner et al., 1989; Lee and Fenves, 1998)
expressed in the effective (undamaged) space; nonassociative plasticity flow
rule based on the Drucker-Prager potential; and two damage evolution
surfaces, one for tensile damage and the other for compressive damage.
Damage anisotropy is different in tension and in compression. Thus, this
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model characterizes the damage anisotropy by two damage second-order

tensors, ’þ
ij and ’ij , that measure damage under stress states of prevailing
tension and of prevailing compression, respectively. This model will be
enhanced in ‘Enhancement of Nonlocal Damage Anisotropy in Concrete’
section by nonlocal gradient-dependent damage variables.
In formulating this model, the effective (undamaged) configuration
concept (Kachonov, 1958) is used such that the damaged material is
modeled using the constitutive laws of the effective undamaged material in
which the Cauchy stress tensor,  ij, is replaced by the effective stress tensor,
 ij (e.g., Cordebois and Sidoroff, 1979; Murakami and Ohno, 1981;
Simo and Ju, 1987a; Voyiadjis and Kattan, 1999):
ij ¼ Mijkl kl

ð1Þ

with Mijkl being the fourth-order damage-effect tensor and is related to the
second-order tensor ’ij through the following expression outlined in Abu
Al-Rub and Voyiadjis (2003):

1
Mijkl ¼ 2 ðij  ’ij Þkl þ ij ðkl  ’kl Þ
ð2Þ
It will be shown in the subsequent development that Mijkl can be expressed

in terms of both ’þ
ij and ’ij . In the subsequence of this article, the superimposed dash designates a variable in the effective (undamaged) configuration and þ to designate tension and – to designate compression.
The transformation from the effective configuration to the damaged one
can be done by utilizing either the strain equivalence or strain energy
equivalence hypotheses (Lemaitre, 1992). However, in this work the strain
equivalence hypothesis is adopted for simplicity, which basically states that
the strains in the damaged configuration and the strains in the undamaged
configuration are equal (Lemaitre, 1992). This assumption introduces a
great simplicity in the computational implementation as will be shown in
‘Numerical Integration of the Constitutive Model’ section. Therefore,
the total strain tensor "ij is set equal to the corresponding effective tensor "ij
(i.e. "ij ¼ "ij ), which can be decomposed into an elastic strain "eij (or "eij ) and
a plastic strain "pij (or "pij ) such that:
"ij ¼ "eij þ "pij ¼ "eij þ "pij ¼ "ij

ð3Þ

Using the generalized Hooke’s law, the effective stress is given as follows:


ij ¼ E ijkl "kl  "pkl

ð4Þ
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where E ijkl is the fourth-order undamaged elastic stiffness tensor. For
isotropic linear-elastic materials, E ijkl is given by:
 d þ KI
 ijkl
E ijkl ¼ 2GI
ijkl

ð5Þ

where Idijkl ¼ Iijkl  ð1=3Þij kl is the deviatoric part of the fourth-order iden

tity tensor Iijkl ¼ ð1=2Þðik jl þ il jk Þ, and G ¼ E=2ð1
þ Þ and K ¼ E=3
ð1  2Þ are the effective shear and bulk moduli, respectively, with E being
the Young’s modulus and  the Poisson’s ratio that are obtained from the
stress–strain diagram in the effective configuration.
Similarly, in the damaged (nominal) configuration the stress–strain
relationship in Equation (4) can be expressed by:


ij ¼ Eijkl "kl  "pkl

ð6Þ

By comparing Equations (4) and (6) and making use of Equations (1)
and (3), one can express the damaged elasticity tensor Eijkl in terms of the
corresponding undamaged elasticity tensor E ijkl by the following relation:

Eijkl ¼ M1
ijmn Emnkl

ð7Þ

Plasticity Yield Criterion
The Lubliner plasticity yield criterion (Lubliner et al., 1989; Lee and
Fenves, 1998), which accounts for both tension and compression plasticity,
can be expressed in the effective (undamaged) configuration as follows:
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
f ¼ 3J2 þ I1 þ ð ,þ ÞHð^ max Þ^ max  ð1  Þc ð Þ  0
ð8Þ
where J2 ¼ sij sij =2 is the second invariant of the effective deviatoric stress
sij ¼  ij   kk ij =3, I1 ¼  kk is the first invariant of the effective Cauchy stress
tensor  ij .
In Equation (8), ^ max is the maximum principal effective stress, Hð^ max Þ
is the Heaviside step function (H ¼ 1 for ^ max 40 and H ¼ 0 for ^ max 50),
and the parameters  and  are dimensionless constants which are defined as
follows:
¼

ð fb0 =f 
0Þ1
,
2ð fb0 =f 
0Þ1

 ¼ ð1  Þ

c ð Þ
 ð1 þ Þ
cþ ðþ Þ

ð9Þ
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with fb0 and f 
0 being the initial equibiaxial and uniaxial compressive yield
stresses, respectively. Experimental values for fb0 =f 
0 lie between
R t 1.10 and
1.16; Ryielding  between 0.08 and 0.12. The variables þ ¼ 0 _ þ dt and
t
 ¼ 0 _  dt are the equivalent plastic strains in tension and compression,
respectively, and their rates are defined as follows:
_ þ ¼ rð^ ij Þ"^_pmax ,

_  ¼ ð1  rð^ ij ÞÞ"^_pmin

ð10Þ

where "^_pmax and "^_pmin are the maximum and minimum principal values of the
plastic strain rate "_pij such that "^_p1 4"^_p2 4"^_p3 with "^_pmax ¼ "^_p1 and "^_pmin ¼ "^_p3 .
Note that the superscript þ or  designates a tensile or compressive
quantity, and (^) designates the principle value of (). The dimensionless
parameter rð^ ij Þ is a weight factor depending on principal stresses and is
defined as follows:
P3
h^ k i
ð11Þ
rð^ ij Þ ¼ Pk¼1  
3
^
k¼1  k 
where h i is the Macauley bracket presented as hxi ¼ 1=2ðjxj þ xÞ. Note that
rð^ ij Þ ¼ rð^ij Þ. Moreover, depending on the value of rð^ ij Þ: (a) in case of uniaxial
tension ^ k  0 and rð^ ij Þ ¼ 1, and (2) in case of uniaxial compression ^ k  0
and rð^ ij Þ ¼ 0.
In the last term of Equation (8), the function c represents the material
cohesion in uniaxial compression. Since the concrete behavior in compression is more of a ductile behavior as compared to its corresponding brittle
behavior in tension, the evolution of the compressive and tensile isotropic
hardening functions c and cþ are defined by the following exponential and
linear hardening laws, respectively:

þ
þ
þ
c ¼ f 
0 þ Q½1  expðb Þ, c ¼ f 0 þ h

ð12Þ

þ
where f 
0 and f 0 are the initial yield stresses in compression and tension
(i.e., when nonlinear behavior starts), respectively. The parameters Q, b,
and h are material constants, which are obtained in the effective configuration of the uniaxial stress–strain diagram.
For realistic modeling of the volumetric expansion under compression for
concrete, a non-associative plasticity flow rule should be used. This can be
done by writing the evolution of the plastic strain tensor, "_pij , in terms of a
plastic potential F p that is not equal to the plastic yield function f such that:
p

@F
"_pij ¼ _p
@ij

ð13Þ
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where _p is the plastic multiplier, which can be obtained using the plasticity
consistency condition, f_ ¼ 0, such that:
f  0, _p  0,

_p f ¼ 0, _p f_ ¼ 0

ð14Þ

The plastic potential F p can be expressed in terms of the Drucker-Prager
function as:
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p
F ¼ 3J2 þ p I1
ð15Þ
where p is the dilation material constant.
Tensile and Compressive Damage Surfaces
The anisotropic damage growth function proposed by Chow and Wang
(1987) and used my many others (see e.g., Abu Al-Rub and Voyiadjis, 2003,
2006; Voyiadjis et al., 2003, 2004, 2006, and the references quoted therein) is
adopted in this study. However, this function is generalized in Cicekli et al.
(2007) in order to incorporate both tensile and compressive damage
separately, such that:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1   

g ¼
Y L Y  K ð! Þ  0
ð16Þ
2 ij ijkl ij
where the superscript  designates tension, þ, or compression, , K is the
tensile or compressive damage isotropic hardening function, K ¼ K
0 when
2 =2E
 is the tensile or compressive initial
there is no damage, where K
¼
f
0
0
damage parameter (i.e., damage threshold), Lijkl is a fourth-order symmetric
tensor, and Yij is the damage driving force that characterizes damage
evolution and is interpreted as the energy release rate. In order to simplify
the anisotropic damage formulation, Lijkl is taken in this work as the fourthorder identity tensor Iijkl .
The rate of the equivalent damage !_  (i.e., rate of damage accumulation)
is defined as:
Zt
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

 ¼
_
!_  ¼ ’_ 
with
!
ð17Þ
!_  dt
’
ij ij
0

The evolution equation for ’_ 
ij is defined by:
_
’_ 
ij ¼ d

@g
@Y 
ij

ð18Þ

where _
d is the damage multiplier such that one can easily show from
_  . This multiplier can be obtained from the
Equations (16)–(18) that _
d ¼ !
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damage consistency condition:
g

(
)

50 ) _d ¼ 0



_
 0, d g ¼ 0, and g_

¼ 0 ) _d  0

effective ðundamaged stateÞ
,
damage initiation=growth

ð19Þ

The evolution of the tensile and compressive damage isotropic hardening
functions, K_ þ and K_  , are defined as follows:
Kþ
Kþ
exp Bþ 1  þ
þ
þ
þ ðK0 =K Þ
K0


K0
K
K_  ¼ 
exp B 1   !_ 
B
K0

K_ þ ¼

Bþ

!_ þ ,
ð20Þ

where B is a material constant, which is related to the tensile and compressive fracture energies, and therefore can be calibrated from the uniaxial
tensile and compressive stress–strain diagrams.
The damage driving force Y 
ij can be expressed as follows:
1  1  @ðM
rspq Þ
Y
ij ¼  Ersab  ab
2
@’
ij

1

pq

ð21Þ

where the spectral decomposition of the effective stress into tensile and
compressive parts, ijþ and  ij , will be shown in the next section.
It is noteworthy that for tensile loading, damage and plasticity are
initiated when the equivalent applied stress reaches the ultimate tensile
strength f þ
u whereas under compressive loading, damage is initiated earlier
than plasticity. Once the equivalent applied stress reaches f 
0 (i.e., when
nonlinear behavior starts) damage is initiated, whereas plasticity occurs once
the ultimate compressive strength, f 
u , is reached. Therefore, generally
þ
fþ
¼
f
for
tensile
loading,
but
this
is not true for compressive loading
u
0


(i.e., f 
¼
6
f
).
However,
one
may
obtain
f
0
u
0  f u in case of ultra-high
strength concrete.
ENHANCEMENT OF NONLOCAL DAMAGE ANISOTROPY
IN CONCRETE
The proposed enhanced version of the above model is based on the
concept of nonlocal damage. Generally, as stated in the introduction section,
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there are two approaches to enhance nonlocality: (a) either by using the
nonlocal integral weighted average, (b) or by using the gradient-dependent
form. The gradient-dependent approach is here exploited in view of a simple
and attractive numerical treatment.
Proposed Damage Nonlocality
It can be noted that the Kachonov’s mathematical definition of the
effective stress in Equation (1) may be interpreted as the average stress
acting on an effective area of the material. In order to give it a general
physical meaning, it is necessary to use the corresponding damage-free
material (i.e., virgin material) in the mesoscale to represent the ‘effective’
concept of Equation (1) for a macroscopically damaged material. Thus,
a proper correlating hypothesis between the two material scale levels,
the meso- and macroscales, can be obtained by enhancing nonlocality
through using a nonlocal measure for both the tensile and compressive
_þ
_
damage variables, ’ij and ’
ij , where the superimposed hat indicates
a nonlocal quantity. It is then important to emphasize that Kachonov’s
definition given by Equation (1) can be generalized to a nonlocal one,
for the case of anisotropic damage and under a general state of stress,
as follows:
_

 ij ¼ Mijkl kl
_

ð22Þ

where Mijkl is the nonlocal damage-effect tensor, which is a function of
_
the nonlocal damage variable ’ij . This functionality is described in the
subsequent developments.
Furthermore, since the strain-softening behavior in concrete, whether
in tension or compression, is driven by damage evolution processes,
characterizing damage in terms of a nonlocal variable is more suitable
for eliminating the mesh-dependency in the computer simulations of
_
localized damage. In this article, ’ij characterizes the notion of
nonuniform distribution and interaction of microdamages (microcracks
and microvoids) over multiple length scales at which first and second
nearest neighbor effects of nonlocal character are significant. In other
words, the damage at a point is influenced by the damage of the
neighboring points. Starting from the integral form of the nonlocal theory
(Pijaudier-Cabot and Bazant, 1987; Bazant and Pijaudier-Cabot, 1988), one
can show by adopting some simplified assumptions that a nonlocal variable
can be expressed in terms of its local part and the corresponding Laplacian
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(i.e., second-order gradient) (see e.g., de Borst and Mühlhaus, 1992;
Voyiadjis and Dorgan, 2001; Voyiadjis et al., 2003, 2004; Abu Al-Rub and
_
Voyiadjis, 2006; and the references quoted therein) such that ’ij can be
expressed by:
_

_

_

’ij ¼ ’ij þ ‘2 r2 ’ij

ð23Þ

2 
where ’
ij is the local damage tensor, r ’ij is the Laplacian of the damage

tensors, and ‘ is the material length scale parameter. Hereafter, the super_
imposed hat () designates a nonlocal quantity, and r2  ¼ @2  =@x2 þ
@2  =@y2 þ @2  =@z2 where x, y, and z are the rectangular Cartesian
coordinates. In brittle materials the material length scale can be related to
the width of the fracture process zone; in crystalline materials it can be
related to the grain size or spacing between dislocations; in composite
materials it can be related to the size of inclusions (or particles) (see Abu
Al-Rub (2004) for more details on the physical interpretation of the material
length scale). For concrete the localized damage behavior is very different in
tension and compression, and therefore it seems reasonable to introduce two
different material length scales, ‘þ and ‘ , one for prevailing tensile damage
states and the other for prevailing compressive damage states, to take into
account such difference in tensile and compressive damage behavior. Similar
arguments have been presented by Comi (2001), where two different
weighting functions in the nonlocal integral approach have been assumed in
order to characterize the different behavior in tension and compression
for concrete-like materials.
The nonlocal gradient-enhanced model is then obtained by replacing the
 in the damage evolution equations,
local variables ’
ij , Mijkl , and !
Equations
(16),
(17),
(20),
and
(21),
by their corresponding nonlocal parts
_
_
_
’ij , Mijkl , and ! , respectively. However, coupled terms will be obtained
2 
between ’
ij , the local damage tensor, and r ’ij the Laplacian of the damage
tensor. In order to avoid such mixing of the terms between the local
_
and Laplacian terms a similar expression to Equation (23) for !_  is
postulated. This is equivalent to the rate of the nonlocal damage
_
_
_
variable, ’_ 
ij , such that the rate of the nonlocal equivalent damage, ! , is
now expressed as follows:
_
_
! ¼ !_  þ ‘2 r2 !_ 

ð24Þ

The nonlocal model is thus completed by the loading–unloading conditions
in Equation (19) in which g are replaced by the nonlocal-enhanced parts.
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Therefore, only the inelastic behavior involving damage evolution is treated
as nonlocal, while the elastic and effective (undamaged) plastic constitutive
relations remain local. This satisfies the requirement stated by PijaudierCabot and Bazant (1987) that nonlocality in damage models can be introdu_
2 2 
ced either by a nonlocal damage variable
(i.e., ’ij ¼ ’
ij þ ‘ r ’ij ) or a
_
2
2


nonlocal damage force (i.e., Yij ¼ Y ij þ ‘ r Y ij ). Accordingly,
the activation of tensile damage is modified by the existence of a tensile
intrinsic length scale, ‘þ , and the activation of compressive damage is
modified by the existence of a compressive intrinsic length scale, ‘ .
Furthermore, a rigorous thermodynamic formulation of the proposed
model can be obtained following the same lines proposed by Voyiadjis
et al. (2001, 2003, 2004) and Abu Al-Rub and Voyiadjis (2006).
Spectral Decomposition
Concrete has distinct behavior in tension and compression. Therefore, in
order to adequately characterize the damage in concrete due to tensile and
compressive loading conditions, the Cauchy stress tensor (nominal or
effective) can be decomposed into a positive and negative parts using the
spectral decomposition technique (see e.g., Ortiz, 1985; Ju, 1989; Lubarda
et al., 1994; Krajcinovic, 1996). Therefore, the effective stress,  ij , can be
decomposed as follows:
ij ¼  ijþ þ  ij

ð25Þ

where  ijþ is the tensile part and ij is the compressive part of the effective
stress tensor.
The stress tensors  ijþ and ij can be related to  ij by:
h
i
þ

þ

 pq
¼ Pþ
kl
klpq  pq ,  kl ¼ Iklpq  Pijpq pq ¼ Pklpq 

ð26Þ

þ

such that Pþ
ijkl þ Pijkl ¼ Iijkl . The fourth-order projection tensors Pijkl and

Pijkl are defined as follows:

Pþ
ijpq ¼

3
X

ðkÞ ðkÞ ðkÞ

þ
Hð^ ðkÞ ÞnðkÞ
i nj np nq , Pklpq ¼ Iklpq  Pijpq

ð27Þ

k¼1

where Hð^ ðkÞ Þ denotes the Heaviside step function computed at k-th
principal stress ^ ðkÞ of  ij , and nðkÞ
is the k-th corresponding unit principal
i
direction.
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Similar to the decomposition of ij into tensile and compressive parts,
Equation (25), one can decompose ij as follows:
ij ¼ ijþ þ ij

ð28Þ

Based on the above decomposition, one can assume that the expression
in Equation (22) to be valid for both tension and compression separately
such that:
1
_ þ
_ 
þ

ijþ ¼ Mijkl
, ij ¼ Mijkl Þ1  kl
ð29Þ
 kl
_

þ

_



where Mijkl is the nonlocal tensile damage-effect tensor and Mijkl is the
corresponding nonlocal compressive damage-effect tensor. The superscript
( )1 indicates the inverse.
_
In this article, the nonlocal form of ðMijkl Þ1 that has been proposed
by Voyiadjis et al. (2004) and Abu Al-Rub and Voyiadjis (2006)
_þ
_
will be generalized to tensile and compressive damages, ’ij and ’
ij ,
as follows:
i
1h
_þ
_þ
ðij  ’ij Þkl þ ij ðkl  ’kl Þ ,
2
i
1 1 h
_
_
M
¼ ðij  ’
ij Þkl þ ij ðkl  ’kl Þ
ijkl
2
Mþ
ijkl

1

¼

ð30Þ

Now, by substituting Equation (29) into Equation (28) along Equation (26),
one can express the nominal stress tensor as follows:
ij ¼

_

þ

Mijkl

1

_



Pþ
klpq þ Mijkl

1

 pq
P
klpq 

ð31Þ

By comparing the result in Equation (31) with Equation (22), one can
obtain the following relation for the inverse of the total nonlocal damageeffect tensor:
1
1
1
_
_ þ
_ 
Mijpq
¼ Mijkl
Pþ
P
ð32Þ
klpq
klpq þ Mijkl
Using Equation (27)2, the above equation can be rewritten as follows:
_

Mijpq

1

_

¼

þ

Mijkl

1

_



 Mijkl

1

_



Pþ
klpq þ Mijpq

1

ð33Þ
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This expression implies that the compressive damage affects the tensile
damage, which allows modeling the decrease of the load-carrying capacity in
tension due to compressive damage and vice versa.

It is noteworthy that if the projection tensors, Pþ
ijkl and Pijkl , that defines
the spectral decomposition of ij in Equations (26) and (27) are the same for
the decomposition of ij , then by repeating the above procedure used in
obtaining Equation (32) one can express the nonlocal form of the damageeffect tensor as:
_

_

þ

_



_



Mijpq ¼ Mijkl  Mijkl Pþ
klpq þ Mijpq

ð34Þ

which implies that the inverse of Equation (33) yields Equation (34) providing that the unit principle directions, nðkÞ
i ðk ¼ 1,2,3Þ, of both  ij and  ij
are the same.
Moreover, it is noteworthy that if an isotropic (scalar) damage formu_
_
lation is adapted with two scalar damage parameters ’þ and ’ are introduced, one can simply show that damage anisotropy is still enhanced
through the spectral projection tensors such that Equation (32) is reduced to:
_

1

_

_

 
Mijkl ¼ ð1  ’þ ÞPþ
ijkl þ ð1  ’ ÞPijkl

ð35Þ

However, it is anticipated that this anisotropy is weak as compared to the
anisotropic damage enhanced through Equation (32). This important note
will be further investigated in the future by the current authors since it
decides whether the two scalar damage variables, one for tension and the
other for compression, are enough for describing the damage anisotropy in
concrete-like materials.
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF THE CONSTITUTIVE MODEL
In this section, the time descretization and numerical integration procedures of the gradient-enhanced plastic-damage model are presented. The
evolutions of the plastic and damage internal state variables can be obtained
if the Lagrangian multipliers _p and _
d are computed. The plasticity and
damage consistency conditions, Equations (14) and (19), are used for
computing both _p and _
d . This is shown in the subsequent developments.
Then, by applying the given strain increment "ij ¼ "ðnþ1Þ
 "ðnÞ
ij
ij , where
 indicates the increment of a variable over the step, and knowing the
values of the stress and internal variables at the beginning of the step from
the previous step, ð ÞðnÞ , the updated values at the end of the step, ð Þðnþ1Þ ,
are obtained.
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Due to the (a) adoption of the strain equivalence hypothesis and (b) the
description of plasticity constitutive relations in the effective configuration,
one can easily split the numerical integration task into a decoupled plastic
and nonlocal-damage return mapping algorithm. This is numerically attractive since it eliminates any computational complexity that arises from
coupled equations. Therefore, the implemented integration scheme is
divided into two sequential steps, corresponding to the plastic and
damage parts of the model. In the plastic part, the plastic strain "pij and
the effective stress ij at the end of the step are determined by using the
classical radial return mapping algorithm (Simo and Hughes, 1998). In the
damage part, the nominal stress  ij at the end of the step is obtained from
 and their
Equation (31) by knowing the damage variables ’
ij and !
2 
corresponding second-order gradients, r2 ’
and
r
!
,
respectively,
which
ij
can be calculated once 
is
computed
from
the
damage
consistency
d
condition as will be shown in the subsequent sections.
Elastic Predictor
The elastic predictor can be tentatively obtained by assuming the entire
strain increment " as elastic, such that
 ijtr ¼  ijðnÞ þ E ijkl "kl
For this tentative stress state, the trial plastic function is given by:
rﬃﬃﬃ 
3 tr 
tr
ðnÞ
 ^ tr
f ¼
s  þ I tr
1   max  ð1  Þc
2 ij

ð36Þ

ð37Þ

tr
tr
tr
where s tr
ij ¼  ij  ð1=3Þ kk ij . If f  0, plasticity does not occur in this step,
ðnþ1Þ
tr
and then ij is accepted as  ij
and one sets p ¼ 0, "pðnþ1Þ
¼ "pðnÞ
ij
ij , and
ðnþ1Þ
ðnÞ


c
¼ c . This means that the response is elastic in the effective
(undamaged) configuration and the damage corrector should then be applied.

Plastic Corrector
If f tr 40,  ijtr cannot be accepted as  ijðnþ1Þ due to plasticity. Then ijðnþ1Þ can
be written using Equations (4), (5), (13), (15), and (36) as follows:
2
3
ðnþ1Þ
p
ﬃﬃ
ﬃ

s
ij
 p 5

ijðnþ1Þ ¼ ijtr  E ijkl "pkl ¼ ijtr  p 4 6G 
ð38Þ
 ðnþ1Þ  þ 3K ij

s ij 
where E ijkl "pkl is the plastic corrector.
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One can simply show that Equation (38) can be written for the principal
stress ^ max as follows:
2
3
rﬃﬃﬃ
ðnþ1Þ
^ ðnþ1Þ

p
ﬃﬃ
ﬃ
^ tr  p 4 6G  max  þ 3K
 p  2G I 1 5
ð39Þ
^ ðnþ1Þ
max ¼ 
max
 ðnþ1Þ 
ðnþ1Þ 
3 
s ij 
s ij 
Then  ijðnþ1Þ , "pðnþ1Þ
, and cðnþ1Þ can be determined by computing p using
ij
the plasticity consistency condition, Equation (14)4:
f ¼

@f
@f
@f
@f
 ij þ
^ max þ   þ þ þ ¼ 0
^
@ ij
@
@
@ max

ð40Þ

In order to return radially to the yield surface, one can use the radial
return algorithm assumption (Simo and Hughes, 1998) such that:
s ðnþ1Þ
s tr
 ij  ¼  ij 
 ðnþ1Þ   tr 
s ij  s ij 

ð41Þ

Substituting the increments of Equations (38) and (39) along with
Equation (10), one can obtain the plastic multiplier p from the following
expression:
p ¼

f tr
H

ð42Þ

where H is given by
p
p
 p  þ tr Hð^ tr ÞZ þ ð1  rÞ @f @F  r @f @F
H ¼ 3G þ 9K
max
@ @^ tr
@þ @^ tr
min
max

ð43Þ

with
rﬃﬃﬃ
2  I tr
G 1

3 
s tr 

ð44Þ

rﬃﬃﬃ tr
3 ð^ min , max  13 I tr
1Þ
 
þ p
 tr 
2
s ij 

ð45Þ

pﬃﬃﬃ ^ tr
max
 p
Z ¼ 6G 
 tr  þ 3K 
s ij 
@F p
@^ tr
min, max

¼

ij
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#
@f
h^ max i

¼ ð1  ÞQb expðb Þ 1  þ
@
c

@f
^ max i c ð1  Þh
¼
h

@þ
ðcþ Þ2
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ð47Þ

Both @f=@þ and @f=@ are calculated by substituting the values from the
previous step. Once p is calculated from Equations (37) and (42)–(47),
one can then calculate the effective stress ijðnþ1Þ from Equations (38)
and (41). The next step is checking the damage nucleation and growth
conditions, Equation (19), and calculating the final nominal stress ijðnþ1Þ .
Damage Corrector
Now, one can check the damage nucleation and growth conditions by
substituting the updated effective stress from the plastic corrector step,
_
 ijðnþ1Þ , and the values of ’ij and K from the previous step (i.e., at n time
step) into Equations (16), (20), and (21). If g  0, then the final nominal
stress is set equal to the effective stress obtained from the plasticity corrector
step (i.e., ijðnþ1Þ ¼  ijðnþ1Þ ). Whereas, if one or both of gþ 40 and gþ 40 are
satisfied, then one should proceed with the damage corrector step in order to
_
_
calculate the nonlocal damage variables, ’ij and ! , in Equation (23)
such that one can update the final nominal stress as:
_

ðnþ1Þ

ijðnþ1Þ ¼ Mijkl

1
ðnþ1Þ
 kl

ð48Þ

ðnþ1Þ
where kl
is the stress field from the plastic corrector step. Therefore,
in order to accomplish this step, the damage multiplier 
d needs to be
calculated first using the consistency condition in Equation (19). In the
following the tensile damage and compressive damage consistency conditions will be used in a unified way such that  indicates either tension
or compression. The incremental expression for the damage consistency
condition can be written as:

g ¼


@g
 þ @g K ¼ 0
Y
ij
@K
@Y
ij

ð49Þ

However, it can be noted from Equation (21) that the damage force Y 
ij is a
_
function of ij and ’ij such that one can write the following:
Y 
ij ¼

@Y 
ij

@kl

þ
kl

@Y 
ij
_

@’kl

_

’kl

ð50Þ
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One can then rewrite Equation (49) as follows:
g ¼


@g
_
 þ @g ’
 _
kl
kl  @ ! ¼ 0

_
@kl
@’

ð51Þ

kl

where @g =@K ¼ 1 is used in writing the above equation by substituting
Equation (16), and the expressions for @þ and @ are given from Equation
(20) as follows:
@þ ¼

Kþ
Kþ
þ
exp
B
1

þ
Bþ þ ðKþ
Kþ
0 =K Þ
0

, @ ¼

K
K

0
exp
B
1

B
K
0
ð52Þ

In order to simplify the presentation of the derived equations, the superscript  is dropped from the following development. Therefore, for each
quantity in the subsequent equations there is a tensile part and a compressive part.
An expression for kl can be obtained from Equation (29) as follows:
_

kl ¼

1

@Mklrs
_

@’mn

_

_

1

’mn  rs þ Mklrs rs

ð53Þ

Substituting Equation (18) into Equation (23) and writing the result in an
increment format yields:

 @g
@g
_
’kl ¼ d þ ‘2 r2 d
þ 2‘2 ðd Þ,m
@Ykl
@Ykl

þd ‘2 r2
,m

@g
@Ykl

ð54Þ

where ðÞ,m designates the first derivative of ðÞ with respect to xm. However,
one can assume that the unit normal to the damage surface, @g=@Yij , is the
same at every point within the localized damage zone such that the first- and
second-order gradients of @g=@Yij are zero. By employing this assumption,
the last two terms drop from Equation (54) such that one can write:

 @g
_
’kl ¼ d þ ‘2 r2 d
@Ykl

ð55Þ

Substituting Equations (24) and (53) into Equation (51) and making use of
Equation (55) and recalling that ! ¼ d , one obtains the following
expression:


gtr þ V d þ ‘2 r2 d ¼ 0
ð56Þ
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where gtr is the trial value of the damage
 surface, which is obtained by
ðnþ1Þ _ ðnÞ

substituting the values of Y tr
,
’

and K(n) in Equation (16). The
ij
ij
ij
scalar V in Equation (56), which is calculated by substituting the values from
the previous step, is given by:
2

3
_ 1
@Mmnpq
@g
@g
@g
V¼4
@
 pq þ _ 5
_
@mn @’rs
@’rs @Yrs
_

1

ð57Þ

_

_

The expressions for @g=@Yrs , @Mmnpq =@’rs , @g=@mn , and @g=@’rs can be
obtained by _making
use of Equations (16), (21), (22), and (30) along with
_ 1
the identity Mijab Mabkl ¼ Iijkl as follows:
@g
@Yrs
_

1

@Mmnpq
@

_

rs

¼

Lrskl Ykl
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2Ymn Lmnpq Ypq

ð58Þ


1
mn ps qs þ pq mr ns
2

ð59Þ

2
3
_ 1
@Mklpq _
@g
@g @Yrs
@g 4  1
¼
¼
Eklab  ab _ Mpqmn 5
@mn @Yrs @mn @Yrs
@’rs
2
@g
@

_

rs

_

1

@Muvpq

_

1

ð60Þ

3

@g @Ymn
@g 4  1
@M
Euvab  ab _
¼
Mpqkl _klcd  cd 5
@Ymn @ rs
@Ymn
@’mn
@’rs
_

ð61Þ

Due to the presence of the second-order gradient in Equation (56),
r2 d , considerable difficulties are experienced with the numerical
calculation of d necessary to finish the damage corrector step. The
damage consistency condition is no longer an algebraic equation but is a
differential one. Another complication is the application of a higher order
(nonclassical) boundary condition at the boundary of the evolving damage
zone, which is necessary for the mathematical consistency of the nonlocal
gradient-dependent approach (Mühlhaus and Aifantis, 1991; Pamin, 1994)
such that d ¼ 0 is prescribed at the damage zone boundary. Should the
damage zone spread over the specimen boundaries, then one should apply
@d =@xk ¼ 0 and r2 d ¼ 0 at the specimen’s damaged boundaries
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(i.e., the first- and second-order gradients vanish at the damaged
boundaries). The physical interpretation of the higher order boundary
conditions in the gradient-dependent approach have been discussed by
Gudmundson (2004) and Abu Al-Rub et al. (2007).
The computational technique that is commonly followed for integrating
the gradient-enhanced constitutive relations was first proposed by de Borst
and co-workers (e.g., de Borst and Mühlhaus, 1992; de Borst et al., 1993;
Pamin, 1994; de Borst and Pamin, 1996; Peerlings et al., 1996; de Borst et al.,
1999; Pamin et al., 2003; and the references quoted therein). In their
approach, within the finite element context, the damage multiplier d is
considered as an additional degree of freedom having a role similar to that
of the displacement and is discretized in addition to the usual discretization
of the displacement. In addition, the consistency condition is written in a
weak form and solved simultaneously with the equation of motion.
However, because of the presence of high-order derivatives in the weak
form of the (initial) boundary value problem, there is a need for numerically
expensive C1-continuous conditions on the shape functions or penaltyenhanced C 0 class functions for the interpolation of the damage multiplier.
Therefore, in the de Borst approach Hermitian or mixed formulations are
unavoidable for a consistent finite element formulation and, for the inelastic
process, a standard return mapping algorithm is performed in which the
values of the kinematic fields at an integration point are interpolated from
their nodal values. This approach has been discussed thoroughly by
Voyiadjis et al. (2001, 2004) and used intensively by many other authors
(e.g., Comi and Perego, 1996; Mikkelsen, 1997; Ramaswamy and Aravas,
1998a, b; Svedberg and Runesson, 2000; Zervos et al., 2001; Nedjar, 2001;
Matsushima et al., 2002; Chen and Yuan, 2002; Liebe et al., 2003; and the
references quoted therein). The disadvantage of this approach is that it gives
rise to many numerical difficulties that require considerable modifications to
the existing finite element codes, which makes their implementation not an
easy or a direct task.
Abu Al-Rub and Voyiadjis (2005) have proposed an alternative approach
for the gradient-dependent constitutive models, which can be implemented
in the existing finite element codes without numerous modifications as
compared to the de Borst approach such that neither the damage multiplier
is introduced as an additional degree of freedom nor high-order continuous
shape functions (e.g., C1 class or penalty-enhanced C 0 class functions) are
needed for the interpolation of the damage multiplier in the finite element
context. In consequence, a straightforward one-field C 0-continuous finite
element implementation can be easily used. Furthermore, this algorithm has
the major advantage that it avoids boundary conditions on the moving
damage zone boundary since the resulting partial deferential equations hold
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over the whole body. Voyiadjis and Abu Al-Rub (2006) have adopted this
approach for more complex problems involving a projectile moving with
hyper-velocities and penetrating a target. They could use directly the already
available contact elements in the commercial finite element code ABAQUS
(2003) to model the contact process; unlike if one adapts the de Borst
approach where new contact elements should be implemented. In the
following section, this approach is adapted for computing r2 d that
appears in Equation (56) at each integration point.
Computation of the Laplacian of the Damage Multipliers
In the approach proposed by Abu Al-Rub and Voyiadjis (2005) the nonlocal damage consistency condition, Equation (56), can be transformed into
a linear set of equations that depends on the material parameters and on the
current coordinates of the integration points. These sets of linear equations
are then solved by any numerical iterative method (e.g., Gauss–Jordan
method) for the damage multipliers at all integration points. The Laplacian
of the damage multiplier, r2 d , at each integration point m is computed
from the derivatives of a polynomial function that interpolates the value of
the damage multiplier, d , at the neighboring points. This procedure
enforces the consistency condition, Equation (56), in the sense of distributions, i.e., the damage condition g ¼ 0 is satisfied at the end of the loading
step. Therefore, in order to compute the Laplacian r2 d at an integration
point m, one needs the values of d at point m as well as at the neighboring
points (nonlocality) such that r2 ðmÞ
can be expressed in terms of ðkÞ
d
d
with k 2 f1, . . . , NGPg using the least-squares method:
r2 ðmÞ
d ¼

NGP
X

ðmkÞ dðkÞ

ð62Þ

k¼1

where NGP is the number of Gauss integration points and ðmkÞ is a coefficient matrix that can be computed for 2D problems by assuming a polynomial function for d around point m, such that:
d ¼ aT v

ð63Þ

where a is the coefficients vector, and v is the variables vector. For example
in a 2D setting,
the expressions for a and v are: aT ¼ ba1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6 c

T
and v ¼ 1 x y xy x2 y2 . In this section, we shifted to matrix
notation to simplify the presentation of the derived equations where the
superscript ðÞT designates the transpose of a vector or a matrix.
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In order to obtain the coefficients vector a, a minimization method by
least squares is used. Moreover, the interpolation is made in the global
coordinate system ðx,y,zÞ of the generated mesh with NGP integration points.
The coefficients vector a can be expressed in the following form:

j
where , ¼ ð1Þ
d
defined by:

, ¼ WT a
ð64Þ
kT
GP Þ
. For a 2D mesh the matrix W is
ðN
d

ð2Þ
d

2


W ¼ vð1Þ vð2Þ

1

1

6
6 x1
6
6 y1

6
vðNGP Þ ¼ 6
6 x1 y1
6 2
6 x
4 1

1

7
7
7
yNGP 7
7
7
xNGP yNGP 7
7
x2NGP 7
5
y2NGP

x2

xNGP

y2
x2 y2
x22

y21

3

y22

ð65Þ


T
where vðkÞ ¼ 1 xk yk xk yk x2k y2k .
Multiplying both sides of Equation (64) by W, one can write:
W, ¼ Ha

ð66Þ

with H ¼ WWT is a symmetrical square matrix and can be written for 2D
problems as:
2
6
6
NGP
NGP 6
X
X
6
6
H¼
vðkÞ ðvðkÞ ÞT ¼
6
k¼1
k¼1 6
6
4

1

xk

yk

xk yk

x2k

x2k

xk yk
y2k

x2k yk
xk y2k

x3k
x2k yk

x2k y2k

x3k yk
x4k

Symm

y2k

3

xk y2k 7
7
7
y3k 7
7
xk y3k 7
7
7
x2k y2k 5

ð67Þ

y4k
It is obvious that H needs to be updated at each loading increment for finite
deformation problems.
Noticing that W, can be expressed as:
W, ¼

NGP
X
k¼1

ðkÞ
ðkÞ
d v

ð68Þ
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one can then compute the damage multiplier and its Laplacian from
Equations (63) and (66) as follows:
NGP
X
T
ðkÞ
d ¼ a v ¼ H W, v ¼ H1
ðkÞ
d v



T

1

!T
v

ð69Þ

k¼1

2

r d ¼ H

1

NGP
X

!T
dðkÞ vðkÞ

r2 v

ð70Þ

k¼1

where r2 v ¼ @2 v=@x2 þ @2 v=@y2 .
For the integration point m, one can write 2D expressions for
r2 ðmÞ
d ¼

@2 ðmÞ
@2 ðmÞ
d
d
þ
@x2
@y2

ð71Þ

as follows
r2 ðmÞ
d ¼

NGP
X

k¼1

T
@2 vðmÞ  ðkÞ T 1 @2 vðmÞ
vðkÞ H1
þ v
H
ðkÞ
d
@x2
@y2

ð72Þ

Comparing Equations (62) with Equation (72), one can then compute the
coefficients ðmkÞ using the following expression:
 T
@2 vðmÞ
@2 vðmÞ
ðmkÞ ¼ vðkÞ H1
þ vTn H1
2
@x
@y2

ð73Þ

The coefficients ðmkÞ depend only on the x and y coordinates of the Gauss
2
2
integration
points.  However, one can

 easily show that
T @ v=@x ¼
T
2
2
0 0 0 0 2 0
and @ v=@y ¼ 0 0 0 0 0 2
such that
one can simplify Equation (73) as follows:


ðmkÞ ¼ 2 5th Row of H1 þ 6th Row of H1 vðkÞ

ð74Þ

Using Equations (62) and (74) one can now determine nonlocally d at
each integration point m from the consistency condition in Equation (56),
which is shown next.
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Nonlocal Damage Corrector
In this section, the procedure for calculating the damage multiplier, d ,
is described. Substituting Equation (62) into Equation (56), one can write
at each integration point m the following:
"
gtr ðmÞ þ

VðmÞ ðmÞ
d

þ ‘2

NGP
X

#
ðmkÞ ðkÞ
d

¼0

ð75Þ

k¼1

where the above equation can be written as a system of linear equations
as follows:
G, ¼ R

ð76Þ

Vð1Þ ‘2 ð12Þ
Vð2Þ ½1 þ ‘2 ð22Þ 
..
.
ðNGP Þ 2 ð2NGP Þ
V
‘

3
VðNGP Þ ‘2 ð1NGP Þ
7
VðNGP Þ ‘2 ð2NGP Þ
7
7
..
... .
7
5
.
. .
ðNGP Þ
2 ðNGP NGP Þ
V
½1 þ ‘ 

ð77Þ

where G and R are given by
2

Vð1Þ ½1 þ ‘2 ð11Þ 
6 Vð2Þ ‘2 ð21Þ
6
2G ¼ 6
..
6
4
.
ðNGP Þ 2 ð1NGP Þ
V
‘


R ¼ gtrð1Þ

gtrð2Þ

gtrðNGP Þ

T

ð78Þ

Equation (76) can be solved for  using a numerical iterative scheme such as
the Gauss–Jordan iterative method. The damage multipliers are obtained
when the damage condition, g, is fulfilled at the end of the loading step for a
suitable tolerance, such that:
NGP
X

gðkÞ  TOL

ð79Þ

k¼1

where TOL could be set to a very small value in the order of 105.
Note that in the undamaged-elastic elements ðmÞ
d ¼ 0; however, for
spreading of the damage zone it is important that the numerical solution
allows ðmÞ
d 40 at the elastic-damage boundary. If damaged integration
points appear in the structure, then in the elastic integration points adjacent
to the damage zone one has nonzero ,. Therefore, the proposed algorithm
has the feature, that these elastic integration points have ðmÞ
d  0 and
r2 ðmÞ
d 40. As a result the strength is decreased and the damage at these
elastic points is delayed or enters the softening region.
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Once the damage multipliers are calculated the final updated nominal
stresses are calculated using Equation (48) which concludes the damage
corrector step.
Finally, since the derivation of the nonlocal consistent tangent stiffness
required to speed up the solution convergence is cumbersome for this model,
the secant prediction stiffness in Equation (7) has been used in the numerical
simulations. This choice results in a large number of iterations, but is quite
efficient since it does not require the updating of the stiffness at each
iteration. However, the proper definition of a nonlocal consistent tangent
stiffness as proposed by Abu Al-Rub and Voyiadjis (2005) for nonlocal
plasticity will be presented in the future.
NUMERICAL APPLICATIONS
In order to investigate the predictive capability and the regularization
properties of the proposed model and the effectiveness of the numerical
strategy, two numerical examples have been performed. The algorithmic
model presented in the previous section is coded as a UMAT user material
subroutine and implemented in the commercial finite element program
ABAQUS (2003).
 , f þ , f  , p, and  are calibrated from uniaxial tension/
The values for E,
0
0
 are
compression tests. The damage material parameters K
0 and B
calculated using the following relations:
K
0

 1
G
f 2
f E
¼ 0 , B ¼

2
2
‘ f 0
2E

1

0

ð80Þ

where G
f is the fracture energy. Equation (80)2 is proposed by Onate et al.
(1988) where ‘ has been characterized as the size of the smallest element in a
finite element mesh, which is a nonphysical length scale unlike the length
scale in the present model. The experimental measure of the present length
scale is far from being trivial. Comparison of experimental results in uniaxial
tension/compression of concrete specimens in which damage localizes in
narrow zones allows the definition of a material length scale related to the
aggregate size (Bazant and Pijaudier-Cobot, 1989; Jansen and Shah, 1997).
Here, the length scales ‘þ and ‘ are identified by substituting in Equation

(80) the values of the tensile and compressive facture energies, Gþ
f and Gf ,
obtained from uniaxial tension/compression stress–strain diagrams after
calibrating the material constants, Bþ and B , which give the closest fit to
the experimental data.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the onset of plasticity, characterized by

f
0 , coincides with the onset of damage, characterized by K0 , such that
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Table 1. The material constants for normal strength concrete.
E ¼ 31.7 GPa
f 0 þ ¼ 3.48 MPa
p ¼ 0.2
Q ¼ 50 MPa
2
Kþ
0 ¼ 191 N/m

 ¼ 0.2
f
0 ¼ 20 MPa
 ¼ 0.12
b ¼ 2200
2
K
0 ¼ 6310 N/m

fþ
u ¼ 3.48 MPa
Gþ
f ¼ 42 N/m
‘ ¼ 50 mm
Bþ ¼ 0.54

f
u ¼ 27.6 MPa
G
f ¼ 1765 N/m
h ¼ 25 GPa
B ¼ 0.12

þ

fþ
0 ¼ f u whereas f 0 is obtained beyond which nonlinearity becomes visible.
Generally, h, Q, and b can be obtained by constructing the effective stress,
 ¼ =ð1  ’11 Þ, versus the plastic strain diagram such that ’11 can be
obtained by measuring the reduction in the material stiffness from
loading/reloading uniaxial cyclic test (one point is extracted for each
unloading cycle). However, due to the lack of such experimental data,
the material constants h, Q, and b can be obtained by taking the best fit of
the experimental data.
As a first example, the effectiveness of the proposed local model is
demonstrated in both uniaxial and biaxial tension and compression
problems and compared with experimental data (Cicekli et al., 2007).
The material parameters are shown in Table 1.
It is noteworthy that without a gradient-enhanced formulation (in general
without a regularization technique) the finite-element codes with strain
softening exhibit unacceptable spurious mesh sensitivity. To demonstrate
the capability of the present nonlocal model, the finite element simulation of
two different tests in which the crack has a curved path is presented next.

Uniaxial and Biaxial Tensile/Compressive Loadings
A single-element mesh of size 200 200 mm2 and with one Gauss
integration point is used in testing the proposed local elasto-plasticdamage model as shown in Figure 1. Simulations are performed using one
step and 100 iterations. Convergence is obtained quickly. Numerical results
show a good agreement between the stress–strain curves compared to the
experimental results as shown for uniaxial and biaxial tensile/compressive
loadings in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Although the experimental data in
Figure 2(a) show a very steep softening curve, the proposed model can
predict to a large extent such a large negative stiffness. The simulated
compressive stress-strain curve in Figure 2(b) agrees very well with the
experimental data.
The same material constants as listed in Table 1 are used to test the model
under biaxial loading. It can be seen that the dilatancy in concrete, which is
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(a)
200 mm

(b)

200 mm
(c)

(d)

Figure 1. (a) Uniaxial tension, (b) uniaxial compression, (c) biaxial tension, and (d) biaxial
compression (Cicekli et al., 2007).
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Figure 2. Stress–strain curves for (a) uniaxial tension and (b) uniaxial compression.
Comparison of the model predictions with experimental results (Karsan and Jirsa, 1969).
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Figure 3. Stress–strain curves for (a) biaxial tension and (b) biaxial compression.
Comparison of the model predictions with experimental results (Kupfer et al., 1969).
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Figure 4. Comparison between the damage evolution during uniaxial and biaxial tensile and
compressive loadings.

mainly controlled by the p parameter in the plastic potential function, can
be modeled well by the present model.
Figure 4 shows the damage evolution versus strain for the numerical
uniaxial and biaxial curves in Figures 2 and 3. It can be noted from Figure 4
that the maximum tensile damage is about 0.88 which corresponds to a
strain of 0.6 103, whereas it shows a maximum compressive damage of
0.62 at a strain of 5 103. As expected the material under compressive
loading damages less and sustains more load than under tensile loading.
Moreover, the same figure shows a maximum biaxial tensile damage of 0.65
at 0.7 103, and a maximum compression damage of 0.75 at a strain of
7 103. This indicates that in biaxial compression the material sustains
more strains and as a result of that, higher values of damage occur than in
the corresponding biaxial tension.
It is noteworthy to compare the damage evolution in both uniaxial
and biaxial tensile/compressive loadings as shown in Figure 4. It can be seen
that the largest evolution of damage occurs during uniaxial tension.
Moreover, generally one can conclude that damage evolution during
uniaxial tensile loading is higher than biaxial or multiaxial tensile loading.
This can be attributed to geometrical constraints set by the evolution of
cracks in different directions during biaxial or multiaxial loadings such
that crack propagation can be suppressed by other propagating cracks.
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Interaction between cracks may cause the material to harden such that a
stronger response is obtained. However, an interesting behavior can also be
noticed such that the previous conclusion cannot be inferred from the
evolution of damage during uniaxial and biaxial compression. One can
notice from Figure 4 that the amount of cracks generated during biaxial
compression is higher than during uniaxial compression. This can be
attributed to the amount of generated dilation and shear cracks (crushing)
being larger during biaxial compression.
Three-point Bending Notched Beam
The problem described here illustrates the use of the proposed model for
the analysis of a notched concrete beam under symmetric three-point
loading. This problem is chosen because it has been studied extensively both
experimentally and analytically. The predominant behavior is Mode I
cracking, so this example provides a good verification of this aspect of the
constitutive models. The sensitivity of the numerical results to the finite
element discretization is investigated here.
The geometrical data of the notched beam are shown in Figure 5(a).
The thickness of the beam is 102 mm. Because of symmetry, only one half
of the beam is modeled by two meshes: Figure 5(b) shows the coarse mesh of
280 elements, and Figure 5(c) shows the a very fine mesh of 14,956 elements.
The beam is modeled using four-noded plane stress (CPS4R) elements with
reduced integration. The beam is loaded by prescribing a vertical
displacement at the center of the beam until it reaches a value of 0.5 mm.
Since only damage in tension is activated in this example, only the
material parameters defining the loading function in tension are of interest.
Material parameters used in this example are: E ¼ 21:7 GPa,  ¼ 0:2,
p
þ
þ
fþ
0 ¼ 2:4 MPa,  ¼ 0:2,  ¼ 0:12, h ¼ 3 GPa, B ¼ 0:1, and ‘ ¼ 20 mm.
þ
The material length scale ‘ is determined by obtaining the closest
agreement with the experimental data in Figure 6.
In Figure 6, the load versus load-point deflection curves from the
simulation using the two meshes are compared with the experimental result
of Malvar and Warren (1988). It can be noticed that no spurious mesh
dependence is visible. Excellent agreement between predictions of the two
meshes is observed through all loading stages: elastic, hardening, and
softening. The numerical results also agree very well with the experimental
result, which demonstrates the soundness of the present algorithm. The
evolution of the damage zone, simulating the formation of a macrocrack
leading to failure, is shown in Figure 7 for the fine mesh. In the first stage of
the fracture process, damage is initiated at the left corner of the notch.
The damage induced crack propagation path tends to curve away from the
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Figure 5. Geometry and finite element meshes of the three-point bending notched beam:
(a) geometry in mm, (b) coarse mesh, (c) fine mesh.

original notch tip. This behavior agrees with the experimental observations.
Moreover, the curved damage zone obtained indicates that the nonlocalenhanced model is also insensitive to the orientation of the finite element
mesh. This is an important aspect as mesh size objectivity, since the tendency
of classical models to follow the mesh orientation may result in incorrect or
even nonphysical crack patterns.
It is noteworthy that since the fracture mechanism in this problem is
essentially Mode I and the friction or aggregate interlock does not play an
important role, the introduction of damage-induced anisotropy does not
seem to provide substantial advantages. Therefore, an isotropic damage
model is sufficiently accurate.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the load vs displacement for mesh refinement of the three-point
bending notched beam. Experimental data by Malvar and Warren (1988).
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Figure 7. Detail of the damage pattern evolution in the fine mesh around the notch as
a functionþ of the applied displacement u. Contours of the nonlocal equivalent tensile
_
damage ! .
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Four-point Bending Notched Beam
The second problem described here illustrates the use of the proposed
model for the analysis of a four-point bending notched concrete beam
subjected to loading that causes mixed-mode cracking. This problem has
been chosen because it has been studied extensively both experimentally by
Arrea and Ingraffea (1982) and repeated by many others, and analytically
studied by many authors. The behavior in this problem is a combination of
Mode I and Mode II cracking. It, therefore, provides verification of the
proposed damage anisotropy for general mixed-mode loading. The sensitivity of the numerical results to the finite element discretization is also
investigated here.
Since only damage in tension is activated in this example, only the
material parameters defining the loading function in tension are of interest.
Material parameters used in this example are: E ¼ 23 GPa,  ¼ 0:18, f þ
0 ¼
þ
2:6 MPa, p ¼ 0:2,  ¼ 0:12, h ¼ 8:5 GPa, Gþ
¼
55
N=m,
and
‘
¼
20
mm.
f
The material length scale ‘þ is determined by obtaining the closest
agreement with the experimental data of Arrea and Ingraffea (1982).
The geometry of the four-point notched beam is shown in Figure 8(a) with
beam thickness of 156 mm. Figures 8(b) and (c) show the two meshes
used for this problem: a coarse mesh of 210 elements, and a fine mesh of
840 elements. The beam is assumed to be in a state of plane stress, so fournoded (CPS4R) elements with reduced integration are used. The beam is
loaded by applying a displacement u that increases linearly from zero to
0.12 mm. The displacement is applied at point C and transmitted to the
notched beam through the rigid steel beam to points A and B. The load
transmitted at points A and B is distributed over a 30 mm length to avoid
hourglassing of the elements in the vicinity of these points where the highest
loads are transmitted. The finite element modeling of this example has been
fully described in ABAQUS (2003); therefore, the reader is referred to the
manuals of ABAQUS for more details.
The response of the load transmitted at point A versus the crack mouth
sliding displacement (CMSD) of the notched beam obtained with the
two meshes is shown in Figure 9 together with the experimental data taken
from Arrea and Ingraffea (1981). The CMSD is defined as the relative
vertical displacement of the notch faces at the bottom of the beam.
Figure 9 shows that the coarse and fine meshes give similar results which
are in quite good agreement with the experimental results. The deformation pattern obtained at the end of the analysis is shown for the two
meshes in Figure 10. It can be seen that the size of the damaged zone is
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Figure 8. Geometry and finite element meshes of the four-point bending notched beam:
(a) geometry in mm, (b) coarse mesh, (c) fine mesh.

almost mesh independent such that the nonlocal model allows for a spread
of the damage over all the finite elements belonging to a zone whose
dimensions are fixed by the material length scale and not by the element
size. The evolution of the damage zone, simulating the formation of a
macrocrack leading to failure, is shown in Figure 11 for the fine mesh.
The damage induced crack propagation path tends to curve away from the
original notch tip and move toward point A. This behavior is typical for
a crack subjected to mixed-mode loading. Furthermore, the curved
crack shape shows that the direction of damage growth and thus the
final damage distribution are not affected by the orientation of the finite
element mesh.
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Figure 9. Comparison of the load vs CMSD for mesh refinement of the four-point bending
notched beam. Experimental data by Arrea and Ingraffea (1981).
(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Deformation patterns at failure obtained in mesh refinement: (a) coarse mesh,
(b) fine mesh. Displacements have been scaled by a factor of 100.

CONCLUSIONS
A nonlocal coupled plasticity-damage model for plain concrete is
presented in this work. Based on continuum damage mechanics, a nonlocal
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Figure 11. Detail of the damage pattern evolution in the fine mesh around the notch as a
function ofþ the applied displacement u. Contours of the nonlocal equivalent tensile
_
damage ! .

gradient-enhanced anisotropic damage evolution is considered. The plasticity and damage loading surfaces account for both compressive and tensile
loadings such that the tensile and compressive damages are characterized
independently. The plasticity yield surface is expressed in the effective
(undamaged) configuration, which leads to a decoupled algorithm for the
effective stress computation and the nonlocal damage evolution. Two
internal length scales have been introduced as localization limiters of
damage in tension and compression. Numerical algorithm is presented for
the implementation of the proposed model in the well-known finite element
code ABAQUS via the material user subroutine UMAT.
The effectiveness of the proposed local model is demonstrated in both
uniaxial and biaxial tension and compression problems and compared with
experimental data (Cicekli et al., 2007).
The mesh objectivity of the gradient-enhanced damage approach is
demonstrated by the application to two concrete fracture experiments: a
three-point loading notched beam under Mode I fracture, and an antisymmetric four-point loading notched beam under mixed mode (Modes I
and II) fracture. Both the initiation and the propagation of damage can be
simulated with greatly reduced mesh dependence of numerical results.
Instead of localization in the smallest possible zone, as observed in classical
continua, a damage band emerges which is several elements wide if the
discretization is sufficiently fine. As a result, the global response is
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insensitive to the mesh refinement such that a finite, nonzero fracture energy
is obtained.
For the problems discussed in this work, the introduction of unilateral
effect does not seem to provide substantial advantages, not even in the antisymmetric four-point loading notched beam, since failure is dominated by
tensile stresses. Hence, application of the proposed model to problems where
unilateral effect is important will be presented in a future work.
The simplicity of the numerical implementation of the proposed model, in
particular the calculation of the higher order gradients, and the simplicity of
updating the effective stress, for which the classical return mapping
algorithm is used, make the proposed model easy to be adapted for structural problems involving large computations as compared to the existing
nonlocal damage models in the literature. However, the correct identification of the intrinsic material length scales from experimental tests still
remains an open question and further work is needed in this direction.
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